Criminal/Drug Interdiction Techniques &
Concealment Locations
Instructor: Greg Goltz
Greg Goltz is a 28-year veteran trooper with a large Midwest state police agency. He is the instructor for his
agency in Criminal Interdiction/Patrolling and has instructed Criminal Interdiction/Patrolling to thousands of law
enforcement officers and their agencies from all over the United States. Greg is a veteran Police Service Dog
handler, Firearms Instructor and Troop C Team Leader for SWAT. He also worked very successfully in
undercover operations purchasing illegal drugs of all kinds. While working in the Uniform Division he has
seized millions of dollars in United States currency and literally thousands of pounds of contraband all while
making normal traffic stops that he turned into Criminal Interdiction arrests. He created his own business
known as CRIMINAL addiction Inc. and now travels all over the United States putting on seminars about these
topics with courses labeled: Criminal/Drug Interdiction Techniques and Concealment Locations and Hidden
Compartments and Other areas of Concealment. He is a declared Expert witness in both the State and Federal
court systems and actively testifies about this subject matter. He has received numerous awards for his
Interdiction efforts and the training he provides, and currently has several “record size” seizures. He also has
made presentations about this subject matter to several Governors. Greg is also responsible for very important
case law that better enables officers to do this work including the now important United States v. Morgan,
Walker, Jones. He still works the road in the Uniform Division and still actively pursues these criminals during
his everyday encounters. He also still works with other officers who have had tremendous success using these
techniques. Join him, as he wants to spread his knowledge of catching “bad guys” and learn firsthand from
individuals who are out there every day working the “ins and outs” of criminal interdiction.
Course Objectives:
Students will see firsthand how Criminal Patrol Techniques can yield large and small drug and other type
arrests from traffic stops and other legal contacts with people of society regardless of age, sex, race, gender or
any other class or their designation. Officers will learn about the growing number of drugs they may see in their
area and how to battle them. The students will learn how to put these legal techniques into place with these
types of contacts after completing the class. Students will also learn of the incredible advanced concealment
places in land vehicles that smugglers and other people involved with drugs hide the drugs, weapons and
currency.
After Attending:
Each student attending will have been provided the instruction to:
•

Learn the history of contraband saturation into the U.S. and how over time the trends and patterns have
shifted

•

Identify legal traffic stops

•

Identify the conversational questions and concealed interviews during the encounter

•

Identifying indicators

•

Detect that some terrorist’s networks are tied to drugs and how to stop them

•

Requesting consent legally

•

Identifying search and seizure laws especially search incident to arrest, probable cause and other legal
techniques
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•

Properly use K-9’s and the case law pertaining to their deployment

•

Identify how to be more officer safety conscious

•

How actual search techniques should escalate

•

Locating hidden contraband in very sophisticated compartments

•

Identify cover loads

•

What to do after criminal activity or contraband is located

•

Documenting these arrests properly

•

How controlled deliveries can develop into more arrests and the perks with them

•

Recognize escort/decoy vehicles and the awareness with them needed

•

Identify currency seizure procedures and how they benefit your agency….AND MORE

Day 1
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.

Registration

8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Trend Patterns and The History

9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Initial Stop or Encounter

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Indicators

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Lunch (On Your Own)

12:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Search and Seizure

Day 2

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

K-9 Usage
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9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Escort/Decoy Vehicles

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Officer Safety Techniques

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Lunch (On Your Own)

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

The Search and Specialized Compartments

Day 3

8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.

Locating the Contraband

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Motor Homes/U-Hauls/cover Loads

10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Currency Seizure

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Drug I.D./ What Have We Learned

12:00 p.m.

Certificate Presentation

